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Humans share implicit preferences for certain cross-sensory combinations; for example, they consistently associate higher-pitched
sounds with lighter colors, smaller size, and spikier shapes. In the
condition of synesthesia, people may experience such cross-modal
correspondences to a perceptual degree (e.g., literally seeing
sounds). So far, no study has addressed the question whether
nonhuman animals share cross-modal correspondences as well.
To establish the evolutionary origins of cross-modal mappings,
we tested whether chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) also associate
higher pitch with higher luminance. Thirty-three humans and six
chimpanzees were required to classify black and white squares
according to their color while hearing irrelevant background
sounds that were either high-pitched or low-pitched. Both species
performed better when the background sound was congruent
(high-pitched for white, low-pitched for black) than when it was
incongruent (low-pitched for white, high-pitched for black). An
inherent tendency to pair high pitch with high luminance hence
evolved before the human lineage split from that of chimpanzees.
Rather than being a culturally learned or a linguistic phenomenon, this mapping constitutes a basic feature of the primate
sensory system.
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umans share systematic, implicit preferences for pairing
sounds with visual sensations (1, 2); for example, they consistently choose higher-pitched sounds to better ﬁt lighter colors
(3–5), smaller size (4, 6), spikier shape (7), and locations higher
in space (7). Such phenomena are already observed in young
children (4, 6–10), and they are also reﬂected in language. For
example, the term dunkler Ton (“dark sound”) in German refers
to a low-pitched sound, and both kiiroi koe (“yellow voice”) in
Japanese and voces blancas (“white voices”) in Spanish describe
high-pitched voices. Some individuals may even experience crossmodal associations to a perceptual degree; for example, they may
literally see sounds (5). This neurodevelopmental condition is
known as synesthesia (11–13).
Cross-modal correspondences have been extensively described
and analyzed, given their possible relevance for understanding
the mechanisms of perception. However, so far nothing is known
about when and why such correspondences (e.g., high pitch =
bright) evolved. Associations might be mediated by language,
cultural learning, and higher cognitive processes (1, 14), for example, by exposure to metaphors during development. If this is
true for all associations, then humans might be the only species
that show cross-modal correspondences and synesthesia. However, if cross-modal correspondences are a more basic, ancient
feature of the perceptual system, then other animals should show
such associations as well.
Here we tested whether chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) share
cross-modal correspondences with humans. We assessed pitch–
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1112605108

luminance mapping (i.e., the mapping of high pitch with high
luminance), which is very well established in humans (3–6, 15).
This association exists in both human nonsynesthetes and synesthetes (5); that is, although individual synesthetes experience
different colors for sounds (e.g., a given sound might be green for
one person and red for another), the lightness of the elicited
color is strongly correlated with the pitch of the sound inducing
the color (5). Chimpanzees—our closest living relatives—were
the best candidates among nonhuman animals to assess. They
share many perceptual mechanisms with us, including those related to sound and color perception (16–19). They also can detect
real-world cross-modal relations; for example, some chimpanzees
can match vocalizations of their conspeciﬁcs to still movies or to
facial expression photos of the corresponding vocalizing chimpanzees (i.e., amodal matching) (17, 18). One chimpanzee
learned to match sounds (e.g., the sound of a bell or the voice of a
conspeciﬁc) to pictures of the object or chimpanzee that produces
them (i.e., arbitrary cross-modal matching); however, this is a difﬁcult task for chimpanzees (19–21).
We tested 6 chimpanzees and 33 humans in the exact same
experimental settings in a speeded classiﬁcation paradigm adapted
from Melara (15) (Figs. 1 and 2 and Movie S1). This paradigm
allowed us to assess pitch–luminance mapping without the use of
self-report. Here participants are required to classify black and
white stimuli as either black or white while simultaneously ignoring
background sounds that are either high-pitched or low-pitched. In
Melara’s study, pitch–luminance mapping in humans was illustrated by worse performance (i.e., slower latencies) in categorizing
colors when the background sound was incongruent (high-pitched
for black, low-pitched for white) than when it was congruent (highpitched for white, low-pitched for black) (15). Thus, we predicted
that if chimpanzees also experience pitch–luminance mapping,
then they should perform worse (i.e., be slower and/or less accurate) on incongruent trials compared with congruent trials.
Results
Chimpanzees and humans had comparable reaction times (RTs)
in this task (group means of the median RTs in correct trials:
humans, 665 ± 102 ms; chimpanzees, 654 ± 42 ms). However,
chimpanzees were less accurate (mean error rate: humans, 0.06 ±
0.18%; chimpanzees, 8.19 ± 7.33%). To control for speed–
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a trial. Touching a self-start circle initiated a high-pitched (1,047 Hz) or low-pitched (175 Hz) sound, followed 200 ms later
by the sample (black or white; in the center) and two choice buttons (on the left and right). For half of the subjects, the left choice button was always black
and the right choice button was white, and vice versa for the other half of the subjects. The sample disappeared after 200 ms. The subject had to touch the
choice button with the same color as the sample. The sound persisted until a response was made (maximum, 2,000 ms).

accuracy trade-offs in the data, we calculated a standard combined performance measure of speed and accuracy for each
condition and participant, the inverse efﬁciency (IE) score (22–
24), as median RT divided by the proportion correct. A lower IE
score indicates better performance.
Chimpanzees performed signiﬁcantly better on congruent trials than on incongruent trials [mean IE, 706 ± 87 vs. 731 ± 98;
t(5) = −3.666; P = 0.01, two-tailed paired-sample t test] (Fig. 3,
Left and Table S1). The effect size was large: r = 0.85 (interpretation: r = 0.10, small; r = 0.30, medium; r = 0.50, large)
(25). Humans also performed better on congruent trials than on
incongruent trials [mean IE, 658 ± 105 vs. 673 ± 99; t(32) =
−3.938, P < 0.0005] (Fig. 3, Right). Again, the effect size was
large: r = 0.57. In a post hoc analysis, we found that the side of
response (left or right) did not interact with the congruency effect (SI Text); that is, for both species, the effect was equally
strong for trials requiring a response on the left side as for those
requiring a response on the right side.
We also analyzed RTs and error rates separately to see how
exactly performance was disturbed on incongruent trials in chimpanzees and humans. Chimpanzees made more mistakes on incongruent trials than on congruent trials [mean error rate, 9.58 ±
8.28% vs. 6.81 ± 6.40%; t(5) = −3.400; P = 0.02, two-tailed pairedsamples t test]. The effect size was large: r = 0.84. Table S2 lists
individual error rates for each chimpanzee and condition. The
mean median RTs for incongruent and congruent trials were not
signiﬁcantly different, however [655 ± 40 ms vs. 654 ± 43 ms; t(5) =
−0.257; P = 0.81, two-tailed test].
For humans, there were only three mistakes in the entire
dataset (two incongruent trials and one congruent trials), not
allowing an analysis of error rates for humans. However, for
humans the mean median RT was signiﬁcantly higher on incongruent trials than on congruent trials [672 ± 99 ms vs. 658 ±
105 ms; t(32) = −3.895; P < 0.0005, two-tailed test]. The effect
size was r = 0.57.
Thus, for chimpanzees the effect was evident in the error rates,
whereas for humans it was evident in latencies. This difference
can be explained by the differing speed–accuracy trade-offs in
the two species. Because humans were trying to be maximally
accurate at this relatively easy task, the incongruent sounds only
interfered with humans’ speed; that is, error rates were too low
to be a sensitive measure to the manipulation (a ﬂoor effect). In
contrast, chimpanzees were doing the task more impulsively (i.e.,
quicker, at the risk of making more mistakes). This allowed the
effect to be expressed through mistakes rather than latencies.
2 of 5 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1112605108

Discussion
Our results indicate that chimpanzees spontaneously associate
high-pitched sounds with luminance (white) and low-pitched
sounds with darkness (black), as do humans. In previous studies,
teaching chimpanzees tasks involving auditory stimuli was found
to be extremely difﬁcult (19–21). For example, even after intensive training, only one out of six chimpanzees learned to press

Fig. 2. Experimental setup. Chimpanzee Ai (Upper) and a human participant (Lower) performing the task.
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a button on a particular side (left or right) in response to hearing
a certain auditory stimulus (human or chimpanzee voice) (26).
Thus, it is striking that in the present study, the chimpanzees’
performance was systematically disturbed by sounds that were
irrelevant to the visual matching task, with no previous training
for the association of high pitch with luminance or of low pitch
with darkness.
Our ﬁndings demonstrate that cross-modal correspondences
are not a uniquely human or a purely linguistic phenomenon.
Instead, at least the mapping of pitch–to–luminance seems to
constitute a basic feature of the perceptual system that evolved
before the human lineage split from that of chimpanzees. It is
unlikely that chimpanzees learned the pitch–luminance association, given the lack of corresponding regularities in the real
world (e.g., light objects do not make higher-pitched sounds than
dark objects) (9). Cross-modal correspondences might be a natural byproduct of the way in which the primate brain processes
multisensory information, such as when binding different sensory
attributes of a percept (27). The fact that some human languages
metaphorically use terms pertaining to bright color to refer to
high-pitched sounds might stem directly from this evolutionarily
old feature of the perceptual system. An overexpression of the
mechanisms underlying pitch–luminance mapping and similar
cross-modal associations might lead to synesthesia (5, 28). Our
ﬁndings open up the interesting possibility that the condition of
synesthesia may exist in nonhuman animals as well.
Cross-modal correspondences of the type shown here (i.e.,
pitch–luminance) have not been previously documented in
nonhuman animals. Nevertheless, our study adds to a large body
of work on nonhuman multisensory integration that suggests
possible sharing of various other cross-modal processes and
mechanisms across species (29–32). For example, dogs link their
owner’s voice to a visual representation of the owner (33), and
horses (34) and rhesus monkeys (35, 36) know which calls belong
to which individual conspeciﬁcs. Rhesus monkeys also are able to
match monkey calls to the corresponding facial expressions of
their conspeciﬁcs (37), as well as to show similar eye movement
patterns as humans while viewing vocalizing conspeciﬁcs (38).
Moreover, similar neural structures seem to underlie face–voice
Ludwig et al.

integration in rhesus monkeys and audiovisual speech perception
in humans (39–41).
Importantly, our ﬁndings may have implications for understanding the evolution of language. It has been proposed, in
different variants, that when language ﬁrst emerged, it was
largely sound-symbolic (42–44). Sound symbolism refers to the
idea that the relationship between words and their referents is
not arbitrary (45, 46). For example, Sapir (47) and Newman (48)
founds that humans preferentially assign words containing high
vowels (e.g., mil) to white and small objects and assign words
containing low vowels (e.g., mol) to black and large objects.
Moreover, Köhler (49, 50) demonstrated that humans prefer to
use the label baluma or maluma for a rounded shape, and to use
the label takete for an angular shape (see also refs. 42, 51, and
52). The presence of such systemic shared preferences in early
humans would have facilitated the emergence of a ﬁrst vocabulary. This possibility was supported by work of Ramachandran
and Hubbard (42; see also also ref. 44), and related earlier
accounts can be found in the literature (43, 53, 54). Systematic
cross-modal mappings might have constrained the way in which
words were ﬁrst mapped onto referents (42). Our ﬁndings in
the present study suggest that natural tendencies to systematically map certain dimensions (here, pitch–luminance) were
already present in our nonlinguistic ancestors. Thus, such crossmodal mappings might indeed have inﬂuenced the emergence
of language.
Further research is needed to investigate how widely crossmodal correspondences are shared in the animal kingdom, how
these correspondences evolved, and what mechanisms underlie
them. Besides pitch–luminance mapping, species should be tested
for other correspondences, such as sound–shape (7, 42, 52), pitch–
size (4, 6), and pitch–location mapping (7). Some of these associations might turn out to exist uniquely in humans, being related
to learning, culture, and language, but others may be natural
features of the primate perceptual system, like pitch–luminance
mapping. Further research on cross-modal correspondences might
provide insight into the mechanisms and evolution of multisensory
perception, synesthesia, and language.
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 5
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Fig. 3. Error bar graphs of the adjusted (61) IE scores (i.e., median RT for correct trials divided by proportion of correct responses) (22–24) for chimpanzees
(Left) and humans (Right) for congruent (white and high pitch, black and low pitch) and incongruent trials (white and low pitch, black and high pitch). A
smaller IE indicates better performance. Error bars represent the 95% conﬁdence interval of the mean. *P < 0.05 (two-tailed).

Materials and Methods
Participants. We tested six female chimpanzees: Ai (age 32 y), Pendesa (31 y),
Pal (8 y), Pan (25 y), Chloe (28 y), and Cleo (8 y). The chimpanzees were never
water-deprived or food-deprived, and all participated in the experiment
voluntarily (55). Our human sample comprised 33 right-handed volunteers
(20 females), ranging in age from 18 to 35 y (mean, 24.76 y). One more
participant was tested but was excluded because of technical problems
during the procedure. The chimpanzees were housed in social groups in an
enriched indoor and outdoor enclosure at the Kyoto University’s Primate
Research Institute. All chimpanzees had extensive previous experience with
cognitive experiments using a touch-screen (56). The human participants
were naïve to the purpose of the experiment, and all signed an informed
consent form before the experiment, in which they also agreed to be videotaped during the session. All but two participants (one from France and
one from Myanmar) were Japanese.
Apparatus. Both chimpanzees and humans were tested on the same 17-inch
touch-sensitive monitor in the same experimental booth. The stimulus presentation and the experimental devices were controlled by a program written
in Microsoft Visual Basic. After correct responses, a feeder (Bio Medica Co.
Ltd.) automatically delivered a piece of apple or a raisin to the chimpanzee,
accompanied by a 0.5-s beeping sound. For human participants the sound and
the activation of the feeder occurred after correct responses, but without
delivery of fruit. After incorrect responses, a buzzing signal occurred. The
intertrial interval was 2,600 ms. Bose loudspeakers, located immediately
below the touch screen and centered in front of the subject, produced
all sounds.
Visual Stimuli. The sample stimulus was a 99 × 99 pixel square (2.5 × 2.5 cm)
presented at the center of the screen on a half-gray background [hue, saturation, lightness (HSL): 170, 0, 128]. Depending on the trial, this square was
either black (HSL: 170, 0, 0) or white (HSL: 170, 0, 255). The two choice
buttons were each 250 × 250 pixels (6.5 × 6.5 cm). For 17 humans and
chimpanzees Ai, Chloe, and Cleo, the left choice button was always black;
for 16 humans and chimpanzees Pal, Pan, and Pendesa, the left choice
button was white. The self-start button at the beginning of each trial was
a 3-cm-diameter blue circle.
Auditory Stimuli. The sounds were continuous computer-generated tones of
either 1,047-Hz (high-pitched) or 175-Hz (low-pitched) frequency. These frequencies have been shown to produce a congruence effect in humans (15).
Sound pressure level was set at ∼76 dB, measured at the subjects’ ears with
a RION NL-22 sound level meter.
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Procedure. Chimpanzees were ﬁrst trained in the speeded classiﬁcation
paradigm without any background sounds. To learn the task, chimpanzees
started by practicing a version of the task familiar to them, that is, a simple
matching-to-sample task with white and black sample squares as big as the
choice buttons. By decreasing size, duration of sample presentation, and
other parameters, we gradually approached the ﬁnal experimental paradigm
in which the sample stimulus is small (99 × 99 pixels) and shown for only 200
ms. After chimpanzees had understood the ﬁnal training task, they proceeded to the testing stage.
The procedure on the test day was almost exactly the same for humans and
chimpanzees. Humans ﬁrst received written instructions in English and
Japanese, which explained the task and asked participants to be as quick and
as accurate as possible and to use only the dominant hand. Both chimpanzees
and humans ﬁrst underwent 16 practice trials in which no experimental
1. Martino G, Marks LE (2001) Synesthesia: Strong and weak. Curr Dir Psychol Sci 10:
61–65.
2. Evans KK, Treisman A (2010) Natural cross-modal mappings between visual and auditory features. J Vis 10:6–12.
3. Hubbard TL (1996) Synesthesia-like mappings of lightness, pitch, and melodic interval.
Am J Psychol 109:219–238.
4. Marks LE, Hammeal RJ, Bornstein MH (1987) Perceiving similarity and comprehending
metaphor. Monogr Soc Res Child Dev 52:1–102.
5. Ward J, Huckstep B, Tsakanikos E (2006) Sound-colour synaesthesia: To what extent
does it use cross-modal mechanisms common to us all? Cortex 42:264–280.
6. Mondloch CJ, Maurer D (2004) Do small white balls squeak? Pitch–object correspondences in young children. Cogn Affect Behav Neurosci 4:133–136.
7. Walker P, et al. (2010) Preverbal infants’ sensitivity to synaesthetic cross-modality
correspondences. Psychol Sci 21:21–25.
8. Spector F, Maurer D (2008) The colour of Os: Naturally biased associations between
shape and colour. Perception 37:841–847.
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sounds were played. If they made a mistake, they were required to repeat the
practice session to achieve 16 correct trials. This occurred only once in humans.
A chimpanzee or human participant who could not achieve perfect performance on the second practice session could not proceed to the testing sessions. This occurred only in chimpanzees. In this case, the chimpanzee
received further training (without sound) for ∼180 trials, and had another
opportunity to achieve perfect performance again on the next experimental
day. After the practice trials, humans were informed in writing that they
should focus on their visual matching task even though sounds would be
played back in subsequent tests. Both high-pitched and low-pitched sounds
were brieﬂy played to the participants of both species before the start of
each session.
The ﬁrst four experimental trials with sounds were habituation trials containing all possible sound–color combinations in random order. These trials and
the practice trials were not analyzed. On an experimental day, participants
completed two experimental sessions separated by a short break. A session
consisted of 80 trials. Humans were tested only on one experimental day (two
sessions, 160 trials total), whereas chimpanzees were tested on three experimental days (six sessions, 480 trials total). This schedule was used to compensate for the low statistical power in chimpanzees because of the small sample
size. Due to a technical issue, chimpanzee Pan completed the six sessions across
four instead of three experimental days.
A session consisted of an equal number of each possible color–sound
combination, that is, 40 congruent trials (20 white sample and high pitch, 20
black sample and low pitch) and 40 incongruent trials (20 white sample and
low pitch, 20 black sample and high pitch). The order of trials was balanced
in the following way. Each four consecutive trials (the ﬁrst four, the second
four, etc.) contained one of each possible color–sound combination. Within
these blocks of four trials, order was randomized. This was done in such
a way that in the overall sequence, there were never consecutive sequences
of more than three times the same pitch, the same color, or the same congruency type (congruent or incongruent). Simple repetitive patterns with
more than three recurrences (e.g., black, white, black, white, black, white,
black, white) were discarded. Both humans and chimpanzees were videotaped during the experiments.
Statistical Analysis. Our outcome measure, the IE score, is commonly used to
control for possible speed–accuracy trade-offs in data (23, 24, 57–59). IE score
is calculated by dividing the median RT for correct trials for each condition by
the proportion correct for that condition for each participant (24, 57). We
used the median RT instead of the mean as a measure of central tendency on
the individual level because it is robust to outliers. All reported effect sizes
were calculated following Rosenthal (60, p. 19) using the following equation:
r¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t 2 =ðt 2 þdf Þ:

The r values were interpreted as follows: r = 0.10, small; r = 0.30, medium;
r = 0.50, large (25).
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